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The Natural Use of Sand
By Max H. Behr

Sand is a necessary adjunct to a golf course, but its universal
use for the purpose of hazards has rendered us insensible to the fact
that, in most cases, it is a foreign element to the character of the
surrounding country. Today, when there is an unmistakable tend-
ency toward the creation of beauty of design, and we know, or we
ought to know, that our success in achieving this is dependent upon
whether our modifications of the ground reveal that undercurrent
of natural forces which are forever changing the face of the earth,

A sand bunker artificially constructed but with the idea in ,'iew oC imitatin~ the effect
that would have resulted had natural Corces been in play to produce the bunker.

it follows that to throw sand anywhere, simply because somewhere
there must be a hazard according to a pre-conceived scheme of things,
is not intelligent. Geologically sand has something very definite to
say and, if misused, it remains illiterate, and, hence, a disharmonious
note in that natural orchestration of the landscape which we are all
seeking to create.

One does not have to be very observing to know to what situa-
tions sand is native. The two principal agents responsible for the
movement of soils are currents of air and the erosion of water. In
golf architecture it is with the latter that we have most to do.
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The flow of water is governed by the law of gravity-it seeks
hollows. And as most of our bunkers are hollows in the ground, we
have only to consider that when a hollow becomes filled with water
and overflows; a channel is created which in time grows larger until
the original hollow ceases to exist as such and becomes the end of
a wash or swale. And what is sand but the residue of soils? And
what is a residue but something that occupies the bottom of things?
Hence sand is a geological sign of erosion. If, then, we are to
make our employment of sand appear to be authentic, it should oc-
cupy slightly cup-shaped hollows, 'which should surface-drain
through channels to which artistry must give the illusion of having
been eroded. If this is successfully accomplished, then the fact that
the hollow is man-made will not obtrude itself upon the golfer's
vision.

Where air currents are responsible for the movement of soils (and
it is realized that a particle of fine sand is several hundred thousand
times larger than a particle of clay), we have that form 8f erosion
where all the finer particles of the soil have been blown away leav-
ing behind a residue of sand in flat wastes which, under the continu-
ous urgency of the wind, are transformed into dune-lands. Hence
if we are to use sand in great wastes, these should be large enough
to create the illusion that erosion has resulted from wind.

Golfers who have known no other than artificial courses, \vhere
the hand of man is evident upon all sides, will no doubt wonder why
there should be any need for the illusion of naturalness in this busi-
ness of using sand. There is, however, a very practical reason. In-
stinctively the golfer knows that his pastime is a contest with the'
obstacles which nature spreads in his way; and this is proved by
the experience that he readily accepts without question all natural
hazards no matter how illogical or damnable they may be. But be-
cause an artificial hazard is an evident design to thwart his skill,
he argues \vith it; and should its position not be justified and come
to be generally condemned, out it comes. It is not with the sand that
the golfer quarrels-he has been educated to accept it as a legitimate
hazard,-but with the idea back of its location. And because all
artificiality is conducive to thought, it may justly be laid down as an
axiom of golf architecture that in the degree the golfer is conscious
of design in that degree is it faulty according to the highest tenets
of the art.

Controlling Skunks
These little animals, now valuable for the fur they bear and at

the same time objectionable for their depredations in poultry houses
and the stench that lingers after they have been prowling about
frequently do considerable damage to golf turf. Grubs are to the~
a delicate morsel, and in their search for such food they have been
known to dig up the turf in spots as large as 5 inches in diameter.

There are two methods which have proved effective in ridding
land of skunks, namely trapping and poisoning. On account of the
restrictions enforced by many States in the use of poison baits tralJ-
ping is the preferable nlethod, although poisoning may be th~ more
efficacious. If the use of poisons is contemplated, one should first


